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Borrowing ideas from open quantum systems, we describe a formalism to encode ensembles of
trajectories of classical stochastic dynamics in terms of continuous matrix product states (cMPSs).
We show how to define in this approach “biased” or “conditioned” ensembles where the probability of
trajectories is biased from that of the natural dynamics by some condition on trajectory observables.
In particular, we show that the generalised Doob transform which maps a conditioned process to
an equivalent “auxiliary” or “driven” process (one where the same conditioned set of trajectories
is generated by a proper stochastic dynamics) is just a gauge transformation of the corresponding
cMPS. We also discuss how within this framework one can easily prove properties of the dynamics
such as trajectory ensemble equivalence and fluctuation theorems.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we describe a formalism that allows, given
some classical stochastic Markovian dynamics [1], to en-
code the whole set of trajectories together with their
probabilities of occurring—the trajectory ensemble—in
terms of matrix product states (MPSs) [2]. As we ex-
plain below, this approach enables to derive in a compact
and concise way many (known) properties of trajectory
ensembles associated to dynamical large-deviations [3–6]
and non-equilibrium fluctuations [7, 8].
As originally conceived [2], MPSs correspond to a vari-
ational class of quantum states much used to describe
properties of one-dimensional quantum systems with low
entanglement, such as ground states of quantum spin
chains away from a quantum phase transition point. In
this context, the physical space is the one-dimensional
space where the system lives, for example a one dimen-
sional lattice of sites containing the spins. An MPS is
then constructed as a superposition of basis states on
the physical space (say classical or Fock states) where
the amplitudes are given by the matrix elements of prod-
ucts of matrices that act on an auxiliary or “bond space”.
The scope of the variational class is determined by the
dimension of the bond space, and when this auxiliary di-
mension is large enough quantum states can be described
accurately via MPSs. In this same spirit, the stationary
distributions of certain one-dimensional classical stochas-
tic processes can be described exactly in terms of MPSs
with infinite bond dimension, most notably in the case
of the simple exclusion process [9, 10].
More recently, MPSs have been extended [11, 12] to
account for one-dimensional systems which live in the
continuum, that is for one-dimensional quantum fields.
This generalisation, termed continuous matrix product
states (cMPSs), can be thought of as a limit of MPSs
where the lattice spacing of their physical space tends
to zero; see [11, 12] for details. Interestingly, cMPSs
have an alternative interpretation [11, 13] in terms of
the input-output formalism [14] for open quantum sys-
tems (i.e., quantum systems interacting with an envi-
ronment) undergoing continuous quantum Markovian dy-
namics. In this interpretation the bond space is the phys-
ical space where the system lives, and the continuous
one-dimensional space is the “output”, a time record of
the interaction between system and environment. It is
possible in this way to represent the whole ensemble of
quantum trajectories of the open system as a cMPS. This
MPS approach can be then extended for the application
of large-deviation methods to describe and characterise
open quantum dynamics [15, 16].
Here we adapt these ideas to classical stochastic dy-
namics (for concreteness we focus on dynamics described
by continuous time Markov chains). We show that one
can encode ensembles of classical trajectories in terms of
cMPSs which, in contrast to the quantum case, are real
rather than complex vectors. A single cMPS then en-
codes all possible trajectories of the dynamics and their
probabilities of occurring. These cMPSs can be gener-
alised to account for biased or conditioned trajectory en-
sembles [6, 17, 18], i.e., sets of trajectories whose prob-
abilities are altered from those of the natural dynamics
according to some condition on trajectory observables.
These conditioned ensembles are of interest [17–48] as
they characterise information about fluctuations of the
dynamics away from typical behaviour. For certain forms
of conditioning, biased trajectory ensembles can be gen-
erated by some (tilted) operator, but in general this op-
erator is non-stochastic (in the sense it does not con-
serve probability). An important question is how to re-
late a conditioned trajectory ensembles to one generated
by some other properly stochastic dynamics, termed the
“auxiliary” or “driven” ensemble [3, 4, 6]. The mapping
between conditioned and driven ensembles is the so-called
generalised Doob transform [6].
We will show how all these issues can be discussed in
the context of cMPSs. In particular, the key property we
will exploit is that of the gauge symmetry of cMPSs [12],
that is, the equivalence between different cMPSs vectors
under a general class of time-dependent transformations.
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2We introduce the cMPS formalism for classical dynamics
in Sec. II, and extend it to conditioned trajectory ensem-
bles in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we discuss cMPS gauge trans-
formations and show how they can be used to obtain the
generalised Doob transform [6] between conditioned and
driven ensembles. Section V discusses the equivalence of
trajectory ensembles [5] in this context, and in Sec. VI
we describe how one can obtain (integral) fluctuation re-
lations [8] from the cMPS gauge symmetry. In Sec. VII
we give our conclusions.
II. ENSEMBLES OF STOCHASTIC
TRAJECTORIES AND MATRIX PRODUCT
STATES
Consider a classical stochastic system evolving as a
continuous time Markov chain. The Master Equation
(ME) for the probability reads [1]
∂tP (C, t) =
∑
C′ 6=C
W (C ′ → C)P (C ′, t)
−R(C)P (C, t), (1)
where P (C, t) indicates the probability of the system be-
ing in configuration C at time t, W (C ′ → C) is the transi-
tion rate from C ′ to C, and R(C) =
∑
C′ 6=CW (C → C ′)
the escape rate from C. The ME can be written in oper-
ator form,
∂t|P (t)〉 = L|P (t)〉, (2)
with probability vector |P (t)〉
|P (t)〉 =
∑
C
P (C, t)|C〉, (3)
where {|C〉} is an orthonormal configuration basis,
〈C|C ′〉 = δC,C′ . The Master operator L is defined as,
L =
∑
C,C′ 6=C
W (C → C ′)|C ′〉〈C| −
∑
C
R(C)|C〉〈C|
=
NJ∑
µ=1
Wµ −R, (4)
where by µ we label all possible transitions C → C ′,
so that {Wµ} stand for the jump operators, {WC→C′ =
W (C → C ′)|C ′〉〈C| , ∀ (C 6= C ′)}. R is the escape rate
operator, R = ∑C R(C)|C〉〈C|. If the dimension of con-
figuration space is D (e.g. D = 2N in a system of N
classical Ising spins), then the number of jump operators
is at most NJ = D(D − 1).
The dynamics described by the ME is realised by
stochastic trajectories. Each trajectory is a particular
realisation of the noise that gives rise to a time record
of configurations and of waiting times for jumps between
them, observed up to a time t. We denote such a tra-
jectory that starts in configuration C0 by ωt = (C0 →
Ct1 → . . . → CtK ). Here ti is the time when the transi-
tion from Cti−1 to Cti occurs, so that the waiting time
for the i-th jump is ti− ti−1. The trajectory ωt has a to-
tal of K configuration changes (and tK ≤ t, i.e., between
tK and t no jump occurred). Given the initial config-
uration, the trajectory is thus fully determined by the
sequence of jumps [(µ1, t1), (µ2, t2), · · · ], where the pair
(µi, ti) indicates a jump of kind µi occurring at time ti.
The probability of a trajectory ωt can be written as a
“matrix element”,
Prob(ωt) = 〈−|V(ωt)|C0〉, (5)
where V(ωt) is a product of operators acting on the sys-
tem,
V(ωt) = e−(t−tK)RWµKe−(tK−tK−1)R · · ·
· · ·Wµ2e−(t2−t1)RWµ1e−t1R, (6)
and 〈−| is the “flat” or “trace” state, 〈−| = ∑C〈C|.
Note that 〈−|P (t)〉 = 1 at all times due to normalisation
of the probability. In fact, 〈−| is the left eigenstate of L
with eigenvalue zero, 〈−|L = 0, which is the statement
of probability conservation.
We now adapt the procedure of Refs. [11–13] to our
problem of classical stochastic dynamics. To each trajec-
tory we can associate a vector in an auxiliary or output
space. This is an abstract space that will allow to keep
a record of the specific sequence of events in a trajec-
tory. That is, given a trajectory ωt due to the sequence
of jumps [(µ1, t1), (µ2, t2), · · · , (µK , tK)], we can define a
state |ωt〉 in the output,
|ωt〉 = a†µK (tK) · · · a†µ2(t2) a†µ1(t1) |Ω〉, (7)
where we have introduced a one-dimensional system
of bosons of NJ different kinds, with field operators
aµ(t) (µ = 1, . . . , NJ) obeying commutation relations
[aµ(t), a
†
µ′(t
′)] = δµµ′δ(t − t′). The state |Ω〉 is the vac-
uum of these bosonic fields, aµ(t)|Ω〉 = 0 ∀µ. With these
definitions, a trajectory is encoded through Eq. (7) by
creating a “particle” in the output state that indicates
both the kind of jump and its time: if a jump of kind
µi occurs at time ti, the field operator a
†
µi(ti) creates a
corresponding particle of type µi in the output space at
“position” ti. Note that these are not meant to represent
real particles but to associate a vector to each trajectory
of the dynamics. (As we are considering continuous time
dynamics such vectors are mathematically analogous to
states of a bosonic field theory, see [11–13]).
If we combine the system and output state we can en-
code the set of trajectories in a single vector, |Ψt〉 =∑
ωt
V(ωt)|C0〉 ⊗ |ωt〉, which written explicitly becomes
(cf. [11–13]),
3|Ψt〉 =
∞∑
K=0
NJ∑
µ1=0
· · ·
NJ∑
µK=0
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t
t1
dt2 · · ·
∫ t
tK−1
dtK e
−(t−tK)RWµKe−(tK−tK−1)R · · ·Wµ1e−t1R|C0〉
⊗ a†µK (tK) · · · a†µ2(t2) a†µ1(t1) |Ω〉, (8)
where the sum over all trajectories ωt is a sum over all
possible number of jumps K, of all kinds µ, occurring
at all possible times between 0 and t. The state |Ψt〉 is
a (continuous) matrix product state (cMPS). Equation
(8) shows that the whole ensemble of trajectories of the
dynamics can be encoded in a cMPS. Furthermore, the
cMPS |Ψt〉 can be written compactly as a path ordered
exponential (cf. [11–13]),
|Ψt〉 = Te
∫ t
0
dt′
[∑NJ
µ=1Wµ⊗a†µ(t′)−R⊗Iout
]
|C0〉 ⊗ |Ω〉, (9)
where Iout is the identity in the output space and T is
the time ordering operator. Note the following:
• The state |Ψt〉 is a real and positive vector. Its coeffi-
cients are probabilities (rather than complex amplitudes
as in the quantum case [11–13]). For example, the prob-
ability of a trajectory ωt is obtained as
Prob(ωt) = 〈−| ⊗ 〈ωt|Ψt〉. (10)
• In analogy with the trace state of the system, we can
define a trace state for the output, 〈−out| =
∑
ωt
〈ωt|.
If we trace out the output in |Ψt〉 we recover the aver-
age evolution of the system, as described by the ME of
Eq. (2),
〈−out|Ψt〉 = etL|C0〉. (11)
• Tracing over both system and output we can see that
|Ψt〉 is normalised to unity,
〈−tot|Ψt〉 = 1, (12)
where 〈−tot| = 〈−| ⊗ 〈−out|. The above result is due to
probability conservation. Note that since we are describ-
ing a classical system the space to which |Ψt〉 belongs
is an L1-space (where the norm of a vector |x〉 is the
1-norm, ‖x‖1 =
∑
k |xk|, rather than the 2-norm of a
Hilbert space).
• While the definitions above are for a specific initial
state |C0〉, any initial distribution of configurations can
of course be considered by replacing |C0〉 by a probability
vector |P0〉.
• In the discussion leading to Eqs. (8)-(9) we have con-
sidered dynamics generated by a time-independent Mas-
ter operator L. Equations (8)-(9) are equally valid if the
operators Wµ of R are time-dependent. We will elabo-
rate on this point below.
A. Example
We illustrate the ideas presented so far with an ele-
mentary example which is exactly solvable. We consider
a particle that hops between nearest neighbouring sites
of a one-dimensional lattice with periodic boundary con-
ditions. The set of configurations is given by the possible
positions of the particle, so that {|C〉} = {|x〉 : x =
1, . . . , L}. Lets consider the case where hopping is fully
asymmetric and all hopping rates are the same. We can
then label the jump operators Wµ by the sites x, so that
Wx = γ|x+ 1〉〈x| (13)
is the operator corresponding to a jump from site x to site
x+1, where we identify |L+1〉 with |1〉 to implement the
periodic boundary conditions. The corresponding escape
rate operator is proportional to the identity,
R = γ
L∑
x=1
|x〉〈x|. (14)
The generator L reads,
L = γ
L∑
x=1
|x+ 1〉〈x| − γ
L∑
x=1
|x〉〈x|. (15)
The cMPS for this elementary dynamics takes a sim-
ple form. Since R is proportional to the identity, all the
waiting time factors can be commuted through all the
jump operators in Eq. (8). Furthermore, if the particle
is at site x the only possible jump is to site x + 1, so
that if the starting position is x0 then the only non-
vanishing sequence of K jump operators is the prod-
uct Wx0+KWx0+K−1 · · ·Wx0+1Wx0 . This means that
given the initial position, all that matters to determine
uniquely a trajectory are the times of the jumps. In
this sense the jump label µ in the creation operators a†µ,
cf. Eq. (7), is redundant since which jump takes place
is implicit in the order of the jump. The Dyson series
representation of the cMPS, Eq. (8), simplifies to,
|Ψt〉 = e−tγ
∞∑
K=0
∫ t
0
dt1 · · ·
∫ t
tK−1
dtKWK |x0〉
⊗ a†(tK) · · · a†(t1) |Ω〉, (16)
where we have defined
W =
∑
x
Wx,
4since
WK |x0〉 =Wx0+K · · ·Wx0 |x0〉.
In turn the equivalent path ordered exponential, Eq. (9),
reads,
|Ψt〉 = e−γt Te
∫ t
0
dt′W⊗a†(t′)|x0〉 ⊗ |Ω〉. (17)
We can interrogate the cMPS to extract for example
the probability of a trajectory ωt, cf. Eq. (10). Since
〈−|W = γ〈−| we obtain that
Prob(ωt) = e
−γtγK , (18)
irrespective of when the jumps occur, where K is the
number of jumps in the trajectory. This is of course the
result expected for a Poisson process, which is what the
dynamics of the fully asymmetric jumping particle is.
III. TRAJECTORY OBSERVABLES AND
CONDITIONED ENSEMBLES
In dynamics we are often interested in the behaviour of
trajectory observables [17, 18], i.e., quantities which de-
pend on the whole dynamical trajectory and not just on
the system at any one particular time. Examples include
the dynamical activity [17, 18, 23],
K(ωt) =
∑
µ
nµ(ωt), (19)
which corresponds to the total number of configuration
changes in a trajectory ωt, where nµ(ωt) counts the num-
ber of jumps of kind µ; or an integrated current [8],
J(ωt) =
∑
(C,C′)
[nC→C′(ωt)− nC′→C(ωt)], (20)
which is an accumulated difference in forward/backward
transitions between certain pairs of configurations
(C,C ′). The general form of these trajectory observables
is,
A(ωt) =
∑
µ
αµnµ(ωt). (21)
In the MPS formalism, such observables can be expressed
in terms of operators acting on the output state,
A =
∑
µ
∫ t
0
dt′ αµ a†µ(t
′)aµ(t′), (22)
since A|ωt〉 = A(ωt)|ωt〉.
One is typically interested in the probability distribu-
tion Pt(A) of A over dynamics up to time t. In terms of
the cMPS state that encodes the ensemble of trajectories
this probability is,
Pt(A) = 〈−tot|δ(A− A)|Ψt〉. (23)
The associated moment generating function (MGF) then
reads,
Zt(s) =
∑
A
e−sAPt(A) = 〈−tot|e−sA|Ψt〉. (24)
We can now define a tilted cMPS (cf. [15, 16]) by appli-
cation of the e−sA operator, |Ψt(s)〉 = e−sA|Ψt〉. From
Eqs. (8,9) we see that this new cMPS is given by
|Ψt(s)〉 = T exp
{∫ t
0
dt′
[
NJ∑
µ=1
e−sαµWµ ⊗ a†µ(t′)
−R⊗ Iout
]}
|C0〉 ⊗ |Ω〉. (25)
The tilted state |Ψt(s)〉 encodes a biased, or conditioned,
ensemble of trajectories, i.e., one where trajectories are
conditioned to have an average value of A that is set
by the parameter s [6, 17, 18]. This conditioned ensem-
ble can be termed “canonical” [5], in analogy with the
equilibrium canonical ensemble where the conditioning
on configurations is on the average energy.
The norm of |Ψt(s)〉 is the MGF, as seen from Eq. (24),
〈−tot|Ψt(s)〉 = Zt(s). (26)
For long times we expect the MGF Zt(s) and probability
Pt(A) to have large-deviation forms [49–51],
Zt(s) ≈ etθ(s) , Pt(A) ≈ e−tϕ(A/t), (27)
with the scaled cumulant generating function θ(s) and
the rate function ϕ(a) related by a Legendre transform,
ϕ(a) = −min
s
[θ(s) + s a] , (28)
that is,
ϕ(a) = −θ[s(a)]− s(a) a, (29)
with s and a related through
a(s) = −θ′(s). (30)
This structure is analogous to that of equilibrium sta-
tistical mechanics: A is an order parameter and s its
conjugate field; the large size limit is given by large t;
Pt(A) is the order parameter distribution, with ϕ(A/t)
playing the role of an entropy density; Zt(s) is a “par-
tition sum”, with θ(s) playing the role of a free-energy
density for trajectories.
By tracing out the output in the tilted state |Ψt(s)〉
we see that the conditioned ensemble is generated by a
tilted generator [51],
〈−out|Ψt(s)〉 = etL(s)|C0〉, (31)
where
L(s) =
NJ∑
µ=1
e−sαµWµ −R. (32)
5The operator L(s) is useful not only because it generates
the conditioned ensemble, but also because its largest
eigenvalue is θ(s).
Note the following:
• The ensemble of trajectories encoded by |Ψt(s)〉,
sometimes termed s-ensemble [24], is canonical in the
sense that trajectories are conditioned on the average of
an observable [5]. We can also consider a “microcanoni-
cal” ensemble of trajectories conditioned on a fixed value
of A [5]. The corresponding system-output state that
encodes it is
|ΨAt 〉 = δ(A− A)|Ψt〉. (33)
The norm of this state is Pt(A), see Eq. (23). In con-
trast with canonical conditioning, in general there is no
generator associated with this ensemble [as the δ(A−A)
operator cannot be easily “sliced” into the time integral
of Eq. (9)].
• Up to now we have considered a single observable A,
but the definitions above are easily generalised to mul-
tiple observables, ~A = (A1, A2, . . .), and multiple con-
jugate fields, ~s = (s1, s2, . . .), with |Ψt(~s)〉 = e−~s·~A|Ψt〉,
where ~A = (A1,A2, . . .) are the corresponding output op-
erators.
•We can also consider observables that depend on the
configuration of the system between jumps,
B(ωt) =
∫ t
0
dt′β[C(t′)]. (34)
The associated cMPS for the ensemble of trajectories con-
ditioned on the average of such an operator, |Ψt(s)〉, has
the form of Eq. (9), but with R → R+ sB, where
B =
∑
C
β(C)|C〉〈C|. (35)
A. Example
For an illustration of the above, lets return to the
example of Subsection II A. The simplest conditioning
would be on the total number of hops K in a trajectory.
From Eq. (18) it follows—since the sum over all trajec-
tories is just the integration over all jump times—that K
is Poisson distributed, as expected,
Pt(K) = e
−γt (γt)
K
K!
. (36)
The corresponding tilted cMPS, Eq. (25), reads
|Ψt(s)〉 = e−γt Te
∫ t
0
dt′e−sW⊗a†(t′)|x0〉 ⊗ |Ω〉. (37)
The norm of this cMPS, Zt(s), is obtained immediately
by observing that the factor e−s can be absorbed intoW
by a redefinition of the rate γ, giving,
Zt(s) = e
tγ(e−s−1). (38)
Note that the MGF of K is exponential in time for all
times, Zt(s) = e
tθ(s), where
θ(s) = γ
(
e−s − 1) , (39)
is also the largest eigenvalue of the tilted generator,
Eq. (32),
L(s) = e−sγ
∑
x
|x+ 1〉〈x| − γ
∑
x
|x〉〈x|. (40)
The LD form of Zt(s) is therefore valid for all times, not
just asymptotically. This is a consequence of K being
Poissonian: a Poisson process conditioned on its average
activity is simply another Poisson process with modified
rates (see discussion below).
A less trivial conditioning is one based on a non-
uniform weighting of jumps. An example would be to
consider as a trajectory observable the total number Ke
of jumps to even sites. For such conditioning the corre-
sponding tilted operator reads
Le(s) = e−sγ
∑
x=odd
|x+ 1〉〈x|+ γ
∑
x=even
|x+ 1〉〈x|
−γ
∑
x
|x〉〈x|. (41)
This operator is easy to diagonalise (in the following we
assume L is even for simplicity—see below for the full
spectral analysis). Its largest eigenvalue corresponds to
the scaled cumulant generating function, Eq. (27),
θe(s) = γ
(
e−s/2 − 1
)
. (42)
From Eq. (42) it follows that the statistics of Ke is sub-
Poissonian: while its average is 〈Ke〉 = tγ/2 as expected
(as we are counting only half of the jumps), its variance
is 〈K2e 〉 − 〈Ke〉2 = tγ/4 < 〈Ke〉. As we will see below,
the conditioned ensemble associated to Eq. (41) is not
related to a simple rescaling of rates.
The cMPSs conditioned on the exact number of K or
Ke are easy to construct. When conditioning on the total
number of jumps K, the cMPS is a single layer of the
bosonic Fock space,
|ΨKt 〉 = e−tγ
∫ t
0
dt1 · · ·
∫ t
tK−1
dtKWK |x0〉
⊗ a†(tK) · · · a†(t1) |Ω〉. (43)
The norm of this state is Eq. (36). In contrast, when
conditioning on odd-to-even jumps Ke one gets the su-
perposition of two layers,
|ΨKet 〉 = e−tγ
∫ t
0
dt1 · · ·
∫ t
t2Ke−1
dt2KeW2Ke |x0〉
⊗ a†(t2Ke) · · · a†(t1) |Ω〉
+e−tγ
∫ t
0
dt1 · · ·
∫ t
t2Ke
dt2Ke±1W2Ke±1|x0〉
⊗ a†(t2Ke±1) · · · a†(t1) |Ω〉, (44)
6where ± depends on whether the starting position x0 is
even or odd, respectively. The norm of this state gives
the probability of Ke,
Pt(Ke) = e
−γt (γt)
2Ke
(2Ke)!
+ e−γt
(γt)2Ke±1
(2Ke ± 1)! , (45)
which is sub-Poissonian, in agreement with Eq. (42).
IV. GAUGE INVARIANCE AND DRIVEN
PROCESS AS GAUGE FIXING
A cMPS state such as Eq. (9) or Eq. (25) is invariant
under the following gauge transformations,
W˜µ = GWµ G−1 , R˜ = G RG−1 − ∂
∂t′
G G−1, (46)
where G are invertible, and possibly time-dependent,
D × D real matrices. This gauge invariance is directly
analogous to that of quantum cMPSs [12]. The so-called
driven process [6] associated to a canonically conditioned
ensemble follows immediately from this gauge invariance
of cMPSs as we see now.
The canonically conditioned ensemble is generated by
the operator L(s), but this tilted operator is not stochas-
tic: in general its largest eigenvalue is non-vanishing and
the associated left eigenvector is not the flat state 〈−|.
A natural question is whether there is an alternative
non-conditioned process which generates the same con-
ditioned ensemble of trajectories but which is properly
stochastic: this is the driven process (alternatively called
“auxiliary process” [3]). As discussed in [6], the genera-
tor of the driven process can be obtained from the tilted
operator L(s) through a (generalised) Doob transform.
We now show that such a transform corresponds to a
particular choice of gauge in the cMPS formalism.
We wish to find a gauge transformation Eq. (46) that
maps the (normalised) conditioned cMPS state encod-
ing the conditioned ensemble to the cMPS of some other
non-conditioned and properly stochastic process. The
normalised conditioned cMPS is
|Ψnormt (s)〉 =
1
Zt(s)
|Ψt(s)〉. (47)
We can absorb the normalisation by defining Zt(s) =
e
∫ t
0
f(t′)dt′ , so that f(t′) = ∂∂t′ logZt′(s). The normalised
conditional cMPS then reads
|Ψnormt (s)〉 = T exp
{∫ t
0
dt′
[
NJ∑
µ=1
e−sαµWµ ⊗ a†µ(t′)
(48)
− [R+ f(t′)]⊗ Iout
]}
|C0〉 ⊗ |Ω〉.
Note that this is the same as Eq. (25) but with the re-
placement,
R → R+ f(t′). (49)
We aim to find
|Ψnormt (s)〉 = |Ψ˜t〉, (50)
where
|Ψ˜t〉 = Te
∫ t
0
dt′
[∑NJ
µ=1 W˜µ(t′)⊗a†µ(t′)−R˜(t′)⊗Iout
]
|C0〉 ⊗ |Ω〉,
such that L˜t′ =
∑
µ W˜µ(t′)−R˜(t′), which in general can
be time dependent, is a stochastic operator,
〈−|L˜t′ = 0. (51)
Combining Eq. (51) with Eq. (46) then gives the equa-
tion that the gauge transformation G must obey to
transform the conditioned process into the driven one,
Eq. (50),
∂
∂t′
〈−|Gt′ = 〈−|Gt′ [f(t′)− L(s)]. (52)
If we assume that G is a diagonal operator, and that the
boundary condition for Eq. (52) at the final time t is
〈−|Gt = 〈−|, then Eq. (52) formally integrates to give,
Gt′ =
∑
C
〈−|e(t−t′)L(s)|C〉
Zt−t′(s)
|C〉〈C|. (53)
Note that since G0 is non-trivial, strictly speaking the
transformation Eq. (46) includes also a transformation
of the initial condition |C0〉 → G0|C0〉.
When the overall trajectory length t is large com-
pared to intermediate times t′ the evolution operator
e(t−t
′)L(s) is exponentially dominated by its largest eigen-
value. That is, e(t−t
′)L(s) ≈ e(t−t′)θ(s)|rs〉〈ls|, where |rs〉
and 〈ls| are the right and left eigenvectors of L(s)
L(s) |rs〉 = θ(s) |rs〉 , 〈ls| L(s) = θ(s) 〈ls|, (54)
Where the normalisation is 〈ls|rs〉 = 〈−|rs〉 = 1. Simi-
larly, the denominator in Eq. (53) simplifies to Zt−t′(s) ≈
e(t−t
′)θ(s), cf. Eq. (27). This means that for trajectories
where the overall time t is large we have Gt′ ≈ G∞, where
G∞ = 〈ls|C0〉−1
∑
C
〈ls|C〉 |C〉〈C|. (55)
This is in fact the asymptotic solution to the generalised
Doob transform from the conditioned to driven process
given in Refs. [3, 4, 6], that of a diagonal matrix whose
entries are the coefficients of the leading left eigenvector
of L(s) [the prefactor that depends on the initial condi-
tions is irrelevant as it drops out of Eq. (46)].
The gauge transformation Eq. (53) for arbitrary t and
t′ ∈ [0, t] obtained here in the “Schrodinger picture”
(where what is propagated in time is the probability) is
the generalised Doob transform that gives the driven pro-
cess first found in [6] in the “Heisenberg” picture (where
what are propagated are observables). Note that the re-
lation between generalised Doob transforms and gauge
transformations was also considered in [7].
7A. Example
We now illustrate how to obtain the driven process
with the example of Subsections II A and III A.
For the case of conditioning on the average value of
the total number of jumps K, where the tilted generator
is Eq. (40), the mapping between the conditioned and
driven process is trivial. The driven process is obtained
simply by normalising the cMPS, which amounts to shift-
ing the escape rate R by the scaled cumulant generating
function θ(s) = γ (e−s − 1), cf. Eq. (48), since the func-
tion f(t′) = θ(s) is time independent. The gauge trans-
formation in this case is trivial and Gt′ is the identity for
all times. The transformed generator is time independent
a and reads,
L˜(s) = e−sγ
∑
x
|x+ 1〉〈x| − e−sγ
∑
x
|x〉〈x|, (56)
which corresponds to the stochastic generator of the orig-
inal problem with a change of rates γ → e−sγ. As an-
ticipated, this shows that the ensemble of trajectories
conditioned on the average of the total number of jumps
is the same as the ensemble of trajectories of the same
problem with scaled rates.
The case where conditioning is on the average of the
number of odd-to-even jumps Ke is less trivial. In or-
der to explicitly solve the gauge transformation Eq. (53)
we need to diagonalise Le(s), which is readily done ex-
ploiting translation invariance. The eigenvalues of Le(s)
are
λ±q = γ
(±e− s2+iq − 1) , (57)
with
q = 0,
2pi
L
,
4pi
L
, · · · , 2pi(L/2− 1)
L
. (58)
From the above we see that λ+0 = θe(s) of Eq. (42). The
corresponding right eigenvectors are
|r±q 〉 =
1
L

±es/2 0 · · · 0 0
0 1 · · · 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · ±es/2 0
0 0 · · · 0 1
 ·

eiq(L−1)
eiq(L−2)
...
eiq
1
 ,
while the left eigenvectors read
|l±q 〉 =

±e−s/2 0 · · · 0 0
0 1 · · · 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · ±e−s/2 0
0 0 · · · 0 1
 ·

eiq
ei2q
...
ei(L−1)q
1
 ,
with normalisation 〈lσq |rσ
′
q′ 〉 = δσσ′δqq′ . In this notation
the eigenvectors of the largest eigenvalue are
|rs〉 = |r+0 〉 =
1
L

es/2
1
...
es/2
1
 , |ls〉 = |l+0 〉 =

e−s/2
1
...
e−s/2
1
 .
From the spectral decomposition or Le(s) we can write
the evolution operator as,
etLe(s) =
∑
q
(
etλ
+
q |r+q 〉〈l+q |+ etλ
−
q l−q |r−q 〉〈l−q |
)
, (59)
and calculate the MGF,
Z±e,t(s) = e
−γt cosh
(
γte−
s
2
)
+e−γt±
s
2 sinh
(
γte−
s
2
)
. (60)
Again the ± depends on whether the starting position
is even or odd, respectively. At long times the MGF is
indeed of the form of Eq. (27) with rate Eq. (42). With
Eqs. (59-60) we can find the explicit form of the gauge
transformation operator Eq. (53),
Gt′ =
Z+e,t−t′(s)
Z−e,t−t′(s)
∑
x=even
|x〉〈x|+
∑
x=odd
|x〉〈x|, (61)
where we have assumed that the initial position x0 is
an odd site, say x0 = 1. From this we find that the
driven process has a stochastic generator which is time
dependent, cf. Eqs. (46-50), given by,
L˜e(s) = G Le G−1 − fe(t′) + ∂
∂t′
G G−1
=
∑
x
W˜e,x(t′)− R˜e(t′), (62)
where
W˜e,x(t′) =

e−s
Z+
e,t−t′ (s)
Z−
e,t−t′ (s)
|x+ 1〉〈x| x = even
Z−
e,t−t′ (s)
Z+
e,t−t′ (s)
|x+ 1〉〈x| x = odd
(63)
R˜e(t′) =
∑
x
W˜e,x(t′)|x〉〈x|, (64)
and fe(t
′) = ∂t′ logZe,t′(s). This means that the driven
process generated by L˜e(s) is a proper stochastic one
of unidirectional hopping dynamics, as in the original
process Eq. (15), but where the rates alternate between
the two possibilities of Eq. (63).
Note the following:
• The driven generator Eqs. (62-64) is time dependent
for arbitrary time t′, and in general is not a simple rescal-
ing of the original process, Eq. (15), as odd and even
rates are different. This contrasts with the driven gen-
erator when the conditioning is on the total number of
8jumps, Eq. (56), which is simply the original process with
γ → e−sγ.
• In the limit of large t with t′  t, from Eq. (65) we
get for the transformation operator,
Gt′ → G∞ ∝
∑
x=even
|x〉〈x|+
∑
x=odd
e−s/2|x〉〈x|, (65)
in accordance with Eq. (55). Only in this limit the driven
process coincides with a rescaling of the original dynam-
ics, as L˜e(s) of Eq. (62) becomes of the form Eq. (56).
V. EQUIVALENCE OF ENSEMBLES
Using the cMPS formalism it is also easy to prove the
equivalence of trajectory ensembles [5]. Consider for ex-
ample the conditioned trajectory ensemble encoded in
the normalised cMPS |Ψnormt (s)〉, cf. Eq. (47), where con-
ditioning is through the average of the trajectory observ-
able 〈A〉(s), as compared to that encoded in the nor-
malised cMPS |ΨA,normt 〉 = P−1t (A) |ΨAt 〉 where condi-
tioning is on the actual value of A. One expects that
these “canonical” and “microcanonical” trajectory en-
sembles should be equivalent at long times for some ap-
propriate value of s such that 〈A〉cano(s) = Amicro [5].
Since the two ensembles are fully encoded in two real vec-
tors in the system-output space we can prove this equiv-
alence by considering the distance between these vectors.
For simplicity we focus first on the case where the tra-
jectory observable is the total number of transitions in a
trajectory, that is, the dynamical activity K. Going back
to the definitions Eqs. (5-8) we can write the two cMPS
vectors as,
|Ψnormt (s)〉 =
1
Zt(s)
∞∑
K=0
e−sK
NJ∑
µ1···µK=1
∫
0≤t1···tK≤t
V (ωµ1t1···µKtKt ) |C0〉 ⊗ |ωµ1t1···µKtKt 〉, (66)
|ΨK,normt 〉 =
1
Pt(K)
NJ∑
µ1···µK=1
∫
0≤t1···tK≤t
V (ωµ1t1···µKtKt ) |C0〉 ⊗ |ωµ1t1···µKtKt 〉, (67)
where by ωµ1t1···µKtKt we are denoting the trajectory with
jumps [(µ1, t1), (µ2, t2), · · · , (µK , tK)], and |ωµ1t1···µKtKt 〉
stands for
|ωµ1t1···µKtKt 〉 = a†µK (tK) · · · a†µ2(t2) a†µ1(t1) |Ω〉. (68)
We will prove two forms of equivalence. The first and
simplest one is the equivalence of concentration [5, 16]:
for long times, the canonical and microcanonical trajec-
tory measures concentrate exponentially on the same re-
gion of their support, as long as K and s are related by
Eq. (30). This can be expressed in terms of the the ra-
tio of the probabilities of a trajectory in the ensemble
conditioned by s and in the ensemble conditioned by K.
For long times, when K and s are connected through
Eq. (30), this ratio is sub-exponential in time [5]. In the
MPS formalism this form of equivalence can be proven by
considering the distance between the vectors that encode
the two ensembles, ‖ |Ψnormt (s)〉−|ΨK,normt 〉 ‖1. Moreover,
since each of the vectors has unit norm, ‖ |Ψnormt (s)〉‖1 =
‖ |ΨK,normt 〉 ‖1 = 1, the distance between them is bounded
by 2, so that the quantity 2−‖ |Ψnormt (s)〉− |ΨK,normt 〉 ‖1
plays the role of an “overlap” between the probabilities
(cf. the quantum case [16] where the overlap is actually
the internal product between the cMPS vectors). The
output states |ωt〉 are orthonormal, and both |Ψnormt (s)〉
and |ΨK,normt 〉 are real positive vectors, so we get
92− ‖ |Ψnormt (s)〉 − |ΨK,normt 〉 ‖1 = 2−
∑
K′ 6=K
e−sK
′
Zt(s)
∑
µ1···µK′
∫
0≤t1···tK′≤t
〈−tot|V
(
ω
µ1t1···µK′ tK′
t
)
|C0〉
−
∣∣∣∣ e−sKZt(s) − 1Pt(K)
∣∣∣∣ ∑
µ1···µK
∫
0≤t1···tK≤t
〈−tot|V
(
ωµ1t1···µKtKt
) |C0〉
= 1 +
e−sK
Zt(s)
∑
µ1···µK
∫
0≤t1···tK≤t
〈−tot|V
(
ωµ1t1···µKtKt
) |C0〉
−
∣∣∣∣ e−sKZt(s) − 1Pt(K)
∣∣∣∣ ∑
µ1···µK
∫
0≤t1···tK≤t
〈−tot|V
(
ωµ1t1···µKtKt
) |C0〉
=
2e−sKPt(K)
Zt(s)
, (69)
where the final simplification is because the summations
in the third and fourth lines give Pt(K) and we have that
e−sKPt(K) ≤ Zt(s) =
∑
K′ e
−sK′Pt(K ′). At long times
we can write Eq. (69) using the large-deviation forms
Eq. (27), so that,
2− ‖ |Ψnormt (s)〉 − |ΨK,normt 〉 ‖1 ≈ 2et[θ(s)−s
K
t −ϕ(Kt )].
If we minimise with respect to s for fixed K we obtain
from Eq. (28) that
2− ‖ |Ψnormt (s)〉 − |ΨK,normt 〉 ‖1 = eo(t), (70)
as long as s is such that, cf. Eqs. (28-30),
K
t
= −θ′(s). (71)
The equality Eq. (70) is correct up to corrections that are
sub-exponential in time. This way of proving ensemble
equivalence in terms of the distance between the corre-
sponding cMPS vectors is the classical analog, for real
vectors in an L1-space, of that of Ref. [16] for the case
of quantum stochastic dynamics where the cMPS vec-
tors are complex and belong to an L2-space (the system-
output Hilbert space).
A more detailed form of equivalence, termed opera-
tional equivalence in Ref. [16], can be proved in the follow-
ing way. The idea is to consider a conditioned ensemble
where the conditioning is on the whole time extension t,
with t large, but focus only on the portion of trajectories
up to time t0  t. We now ask the question: how does
the distribution of sub-trajectories up to time t0, from
an ensemble conditioned microcanonically by some time-
extensive quantity A for all t, compare to that for the
same sub-trajectories of an ensemble conditioned canon-
ically by s. This can be answered by comparing the “re-
duced” cMPSs where all information after t0 is traced
over.
In order to construct the reduced states we first need
to partition trajectories at time t0:
ωµ1t1···µKtKt = ω
µ1t1···µK0 tK0
t0 × ω
µK0+1tK0+1···µKtK
t−t0 . (72)
Here ω
µ1t1···µK0 tK0
t0 ≡ ωt0 indicates the sequence of
K0 jumps that occur between time 0 and t0, and
ω
µK0+1tK0+1···µKtK
t−t0 ≡ ω+ the sequence of the K − K0
jumps occurring after t0. The corresponding output
states are similarly split,
|ωt〉 = |ωt0〉 ⊗ |ω+〉, (73)
and the action on the system can be written as the prod-
uct, cf. Eq. (6),
V (ωt) = V (ω+)V (ωt0) . (74)
We also define the trace state over all the output after
time t0, 〈−out+ | =
∑
ω+
〈ω+|, cf. Eq. (11). The nor-
malised cMPSs, cf. Eqs. (66) and (67), for conditioning
on arbitrary trajectory observable, cf. Eqs. (21) and (34),
are
|Ψnormt (s)〉 =
1
Zt(s)
∞∑
K=0
NJ∑
µ1···µK=1
∫
0≤t1···tK≤t
e−sA V (ωµ1t1···µKtKt ) |C0〉 ⊗ |ωµ1t1···µKtKt 〉, (75)
|ΨA,normt 〉 =
1
Pt(A)
∞∑
K=0
NJ∑
µ1···µK=1
∫
0≤t1···tK≤t
δ(A− A)V (ωµ1t1···µKtKt ) |C0〉 ⊗ |ωµ1t1···µKtKt 〉. (76)
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Here A is the operator acting on the output state that gives the value of the trajectory observable, A|ωt〉 = A(ωt)|ωt〉.
Since A is time extensive, the operator A can be split as a sum of two commuting operators, A = A0 + A+, where
A0 acts on the first part of the output, A0|ωt0〉 = A(ωt0)|ωt0〉, and A+ on the second part, A+|ω+〉 = A(ω+)|ω+〉.
Tracing the canonical cMPS, Eq. (75), over the output after t0 and over the system gives the reduced state,
|ψt0(s)〉 = 〈−| ⊗ 〈−out+ |Ψnormt (s)〉
=
1
Zt(s)
∞∑
K=0
NJ∑
µ1···µK=1
∫
0≤t1···tK≤t
e−sA(ωt0 )〈−|e−sA(ω+)V (ω+)V (ωt0) |C0〉 ⊗ |ωt0〉
=
1
Zt(s)
∞∑
K0=0
NJ∑
µ1···µK0=1
∫
0≤t1···tK0≤t0
e−sA(ωt0 )〈−|e(t−t0)L(s)V (ωt0) |C0〉 ⊗ |ωt0〉,
=
e−t0θ(s)
〈ls|C0〉
∞∑
K0=0
NJ∑
µ1···µK0=1
∫
0≤t1···tK0≤t0
e−sA(ωt0 )〈ls|V (ωt0) |C0〉 ⊗ |ωt0〉. (77)
Between the second and third lines we have integrated over all the possible trajectories ω+ after t0 and have used
Eq. (31). We have labelled the sum over jumps with the index K0 to indicate that this sum, and the time integrals,
correspond to the sub-trajectories up to t0 only. To get the final line we use that t is large, with t0  t, and Eqs. (26)
and (27). We proceed in a similar way with the microcanonical cMPS Eq. (76) to get,
|ψAt0〉 = 〈−| ⊗ 〈−out+ |ΨA,normt 〉
=
1
Pt(A)
∞∑
K=0
NJ∑
µ1···µK=1
∫
0≤t1···tK≤t
δ[A−A(ωt0)−A(ω+)] 〈−|V (ω+)V (ωt0) |C0〉 ⊗ |ωt0〉
=
1
Pt(A)
∞∑
K0=0
NJ∑
µ1···µK0=1
∫
0≤t1···tK0≤t0
∑
C
Pt−t0 [A−A(ωt0)|C] 〈C|V (ωt0) |C0〉 ⊗ |ωt0〉
=
etϕ(
A
t )
〈ls|C0〉
∞∑
K0=0
NJ∑
µ1···µK0=1
∫
0≤t1···tK0≤t0
e
−(t−t0)ϕ
(
A−A(ωt0 )
t−t0
)
〈ls|V (ωt0) |C0〉 ⊗ |ωt0〉. (78)
As before, we get the third line after integrating over ω+. Here Pt−t0 [A − A(ωt0)|C] indicates the probability of
observing A − A(ωt0) after time t − t0 starting from configuration C. The meaning should be clear: for the sub-
trajectory ωt0 the observable up to time t0 is A(ωt0), so the trajectory after t0 must have A−A(ωt0), since trajectories
are conditioned on having a total of A. The final line is obtained by again considering the large t limit and Eq. (27).
If we also assume that A is large, we can approximate the rate function ϕ [A−A(ωt0)/t− t0] in the integrand. Since
t0  t this function will be only significant for A(ωt0) A. We can then expand:
− (t− t0)ϕ
(
A−A(ωt0)
t− t0
)
= − (t− t0)ϕ
(
A
t
)
+A(ωt0)ϕ
′
(
A
t
)
− t0A
t
ϕ′
(
A
t
)
+ · · · (79)
The reduced microcanonical state Eq. (78) becomes,
|ψAt0〉 =
et0[ϕ(
A
t )−At ϕ′(At )]
〈ls|C0〉
∞∑
K0=0
NJ∑
µ1···µK0=1
∫
0≤t1···tK0≤t0
eA(ωt0 )ϕ
′(At )〈ls|V (ωt0) |C0〉 ⊗ |ωt0〉, (80)
If we now take A → ∞ and t → ∞ such that A/t =
−θ′(s), cf. Eq. (30), the two reduced cMPSs, Eqs. (80)
and (77), become identical. This means that the distribu-
tion of all finite-time sub-trajectories from an ensemble
conditioned on A on long times is the same as that from
ensemble conditioned via s, as long as A and s are related
by Eq. (30). Microcanonical and canonical trajectory en-
sembles are therefore equivalent [5].
VI. INTEGRAL FLUCTUATION THEOREMS
FROM GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS
We finish by discussing how integral fluctuation rela-
tions [8] can be proven through the gauge symmetry of
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the cMPSs encoding the dynamics. A general discussion
on the connection between gauge invariance in stochastic
dynamics and fluctuation theorems was given in Ref. [7].
For concreteness we focus on the steady state fluctu-
ation theorem for the entropy production into the envi-
ronment of Lebowitz and Spohn [19]. We consider dy-
namics Eqs. (2-4) where {WC→C′} and R do not depend
on time, and there is a stationary distribution L|Pst〉 = 0
(which in general will not be an equilibrium one as de-
tailed balance need not be obeyed). Whenever a jump
C → C ′ occurs in a trajectory the entropy produced in
the environment is [8]
∆SC→C′ = kB log
(
WC→C′
WC′→C
)
, (81)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and WC′→C is the rate
for inverse transition (and we assume that if WC→C′ > 0
then WC′→C > 0 as well for all pairs C,C ′). The total
entropy produced by a trajectory is therefore the sum of
these contributions over all the jumps. From Eq. (22) we
can then write an integrated environment entropy pro-
duction output operator as
∆S =
∑
{C→C′}
∫ t
0
dt′∆SC→C′ a
†
C→C′(t
′) aC→C′(t′),
(82)
where we have made explicit that the sum over all pos-
sible jumps µ corresponds to the sum over all possible
configuration transitions C → C ′. Consider the cMPS of
an ensemble of trajectories conditioned on the average of
∆S,
|Ψt(λ)〉 = e−λ∆S|Ψt〉, (83)
where λ is the corresponding conjugate field. This bi-
ased ensemble is generated by the tilted operator [19] [cf.
Eq. (25) and Eq. (32)]
L(λ) =
∑
{C→C′}
WC→C′
(
WC→C′
WC′→C
)−λ
−R, (84)
where we have set kB = 1.
Since, cf. Eq. (26),
〈−tot|Ψt(λ)〉 =
〈
e−λ∆S
〉
, (85)
the fluctuation theorem of Ref. [19],〈
e−∆S
〉
= 1, (86)
corresponds to the statement that |Ψt(1)〉 is equivalent
to the cMPS of an actual stochastic process (without the
need for normalisation of the conditioned cMPS as in
Sec. IV). This is easily proven via a gauge transforma-
tion Eq. (46) of the cMPS |Ψt(1)〉. Requiring stochastic-
ity, cf. Eq. (51), results in the gauge fixing condition, cf.
Eq. (52), in the case where the transformation is time-
independent and f = 0,
〈−|G L(1) = 0. (87)
This condition is satisfied for
G|−〉 = |Pst〉, (88)
given that from Eq. (84) we have that L(1) = L(0)†.
That is, the conditioned ensemble encoded in |Ψt(1)〉 is
equivalent, via a gauge transformation, to one generated
by a proper stochastic dynamics. This then implies the
existence of an associated integral fluctuation relation,
which in this particular case is Eq. (86). Other fluctua-
tion relations are obtained in a similar manner [7]: The
trajectory ensemble is reweighted with the exponential
of a trajectory observable (such as entropy production,
work, etc.). This defines the corresponding tilted cMPS,
cf. Eq. (83), whose norm is the average of the exponen-
tial of the observable, cf. Eq. (85). If the corresponding
conditioned process can be mapped to a stochastic one
via a gauge transformation then we have an integral fluc-
tuation theorem, cf. Eqs. (86) and (87).
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a formalism based on matrix prod-
uct states to catalog ensembles of trajectories in classical
stochastic systems. This approach is a classical version
of the known connection between continuous MPSs and
open quantum dynamics [11–13]. It allows to describe
in a compact way conditioned trajectory ensembles and
demonstrate ensemble equivalences, in analogy with what
can be done in the quantum case [15, 16]. The key prop-
erty of cMPSs is that of gauge invariance from which the
equivalences follow. Other dynamical properties can be
proved via gauge transformations, as for example certain
fluctuation relations [7].
We have focused on systems evolving as continuous
time Markov chains. For this kind of dynamics the cor-
responding MPS that encodes the set of trajectories is a
continuous MPS given that jump events can occur at any
time. One can describe also discrete Markov chain dy-
namics with standard MPSs where the auxiliary space is
a discrete lattice rather than the real line. Other general-
isations are possible. For example, here we have consid-
ered trajectories which terminate at some fixed maximum
time, but one could consider instead the set of trajecto-
ries which terminate after a fixed number of jumps and
where their total time extent is variable [52, 53]. In anal-
ogy with the quantum case [16], we expect such a variable
time ensemble to have a discrete MPS description.
The cMPS vectors encode all the information about
the dynamics. The various levels of large-deviations
[51, 54, 55] can therefore be recovered by contraction of
the output space: for example, the contraction |ωt〉 →
|A(ωt)〉 from an output state that encodes the whole
trajectory ωt to one that only retains the value of a
trajectory observable, cf. Eq. (21), would produce a re-
duced system-output vector corresponding to a level-1
(or level-1.5) description [51]. Similarly, a contraction
|ωt〉 → |{nµ}〉 where the total number of jumps of each
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kind µ is retained would result in a system-output vector
corresponding to a level-3 description. In this way one
can expect to prove various large-deviation variational
relations [51, 54, 55] within the MPS approach presented
here.
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